
CIMS - ChaoS INDUCED MoDEl SyStEM

1. models

models are iterated loops being refered to in the score. 
they present a musical idea  in all its openness and possi-
bilites thus giving the reference for extemporation. every 
musician play his/her material in his/her own tempo, not 
being synced to the score’s main timing. in the score mod-
els are mixed with fixed notated events.

a model incorporates free elements (so called chaotic mod-
ifiers) which are (if not otherwise stated) queried anew 
every iteration, thus complex soundworlds can be created 
easily.

a. a model is to be played repeatedly along its refer-
ence bar until the bar’s end

b. a model’s tempo is based on the music’s main tempo if 
not indicated otherwise 

c. chaotic modifiers create unregular loop behaviour

d. a model is being played from the beginning of it’s 
container

e. a model does not have to start with its beginning or 
end with its end. jump into it freely and break off hard 
at the end of its reference bar.

f. a model can be modified during its performance 
(from “outside”) or when being referred to but ap-
pears in its original form when triggered again

g. all that is enclosed by the model’s container belongs 
to its original form; all that is written outside are tem-
porary alterations.

h. a model is being referred to in the score by its name. 
if a reference bar appears without name, the previous 
model is being adressed

i. notated material has higher priority than a model - 
a model’s extemporation can be altered to meet the 
notated material.

j. several models can stack up and should be played 
(creatively) together, challenging the musician to the 
extremes of playability

k. the preceding model’s bar can be interrupted due to 

example 1                                           

  model name
  sound commands, switches

  chaotic modifiers

  free loop modifier

  container
reference bar  

  barline has no musical meaning

readability and crossed after the 
new model’s container to indicate 
its continuation.

l. models are rhythmically and ab-
solutely independent from the 
music’s main time

m. due to notation issues models can 
contain barlines, wich do not have 
any musical meaning for the model 
but indicate the main time frame.

n. breaks or note values being over-
bared by a model’s reference bar 
appear smaller and subscripted and 
serve as rhythmic orientation only, 
not as regular breaks.

o. 

p. stacked up notes in models are 
no chords for monophonic instru-
ments: choose a different pitch 
every iteration.

q. stacked up parameters (such 
as dynamics): choose a different 
param every iteration.

r. a model can contain previously 
defined models

general idea

as a composer and dedicated performer and listener of free jazz and free impro i am searching for 
ways to bring the flourishing and sparkling freshness of improvisational music into the world of com-
posed scores. as a work in progress this system may inspire good music and give some authenticity 
and responsibility to the musicians. although cast into a tight coded system i hope it brings freedom 
and creativity to the music - to be performed in an easy and free manner.

version 1.6
denovaire, May 22, 2016
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1.1 paramodels

paramodels are models for repeated paramter changes 
appearing in a dotted container. they do not introduce new 
music material but are to be applied on the current model 
being extemporated (ex. 1.1). they do not neccessarily have 
a reference bar and operate until the actual model’s end.

1.2 altering a model

-->1.f: a model can be modified during its performance 
(from “outside”) or when being referred to
(ex. 1.2)

1.3 reference bar

--> 1.1: a model is to be played “along” its reference bar. 
when it ends, the model breaks off immediately. for better 
readability, reference bars can have: 
start: a small triangle to indicate a new model
start: nothing, to indicate the continuation of a previous 
model
end: a square to indicate its end
end: nothing, to indicate its continuation (on a different 
page or maybe after notated material or a break)
(ex. 1.3)

example 1.1

example 1.2                                           

model “F#” is triggered and altered. 
pitches are to be smeared and as “F#” is 
a multimodel, every submodel has a good 
chance to be performed in half tempo. 
When “F#” is triggered anew, it appears 
in its original form again - without the 
paramodel.

example 2.2

example 2.2 shows a possible extemporation of a multimodel for flute.

example 1.3

a model being continued and ended

2. multi models

several sub models can be combined to a multi model (ex.2.1)

after playing a submodel jump to any other submodel (or the same). every pending decision (chaos-
fermata, veol etc.) is to be chosen anew (!!). 

every submodel can have a weightfactor, indicated by one or more black balls. the more balls a 
model has, the more often it is to be performed. if there is no weight, all submodels are equally often 
played.

example 2.1   

in this example preceding models stop and a 
new multimodel begins. it has no name, it will 
not ocurr later in the score.
the first submodel contains four repeated notes 
(a’) and has an appr. 50% chance to be repeat-
ed again - here are no chaotic modifiers! - so 
the result will be 4 - 16 (or more) notes pulse in 
a free tempo. when triggered again, the tempo 
will be different.

the second and third submodel refer to an earli-
er described model called “sweep” which needs 
tones from a tonepool: D1. “sweep” is to be 
played in the length of a chaos fermated whole 
note. the third submodel changes “sweep’s” 
playing technique to keystrokes and adds a 
breath in before.
the fourth submodel is a varying pause and 
occurs much more often than the others.
after two bars main time the submodel 2 and 
3’s tone pool is changing to “A1” .                                       

  multi model container

  weight factor   tone pool  paramodel

  sub model container
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3. chaotic modifiers

modifiers prevent the model of being a regular loop. each 
iteration they are to be rendered anew -->1.c

• chaos fermata - renders different lengths

• free pitch - renders different pitches --> 4.

• free loop - mixes up the loop’s elements -->3.5

• tempo modifier- varies the performance speed -->3.6

some modifiers can effect more notes by overbaring them 
with an arrow line (ex. 3):

• chaos fermata

• vary end of loop (veol) -->3.3

• free pitches

• tempo modifier

3.1 chaos fermatas

the lenght of the chaos fermata varies every iteration - so 
the loop becomes irregular! 

the chaos fermata is the most used modifier and its emo-
tional character is crucial to understand. it adds life to the 
musical material and gives the performer the chance to 
bring in her/his personality. thus it allows true chaos as well 
as emotional interpretation.
the double chaos fermata is more extreme in its variance.

example 3  

                                     
as if every note has got an own chaos fermata

the loop’s end could(!)  be shifted every itera-
tion until the tip of the arrow

as if every note overbared had an oriscus indi-
cating free pitch

the speed varies seamlessy

  

3.1.1 unipolar chaos fermatas

chaos fermatas and speed modifiers can be combined with a 
“+” or “-” sign: 
+   it only makes note values longer
-   it only makes note values shorter

3.2 chance modifiers

during a model’s performance notes or parameters can not 
only alter through fixed statements but also by varying , 
chance-driven commands, so called chance modifiers.
the command consists of three parts

 a) chance wheel giving the possibility
 b) object being altered
 c) alteration command

during performance get a feeling for the modifications and 
trust the sound: this is the reason, there are no numbers in 
the chance wheel for they serve a intuitive purpose. (ex. 3.2)

3.3 vary end of loop - veol

the end of the loop is shifted, meaning the repeating mark 
is shifted towards the beginning of the material, or towards 
the end ... it is to be shifted every iteration anew. this results 
in a varying length of the repeated material, an unsteady 
loop.
the max. shifting of the “end of loop” can be done until the 
arrow of the line, not anymore farther, so every veol-model 
has a basis material wich cannot be erased.

3.4 omissions

if a note or element is surrounded by brackets it can be omit-
ted during loop play

example 3.2  
                                         

  chance wheel
  object altered

  alteration command

example 3.3    
   

                                 
the figure on the ride cymbal could even be 
omitted completely
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3.5 free loop

besides the multimodel there is an eased form: the free 
loop.
musical associated objects wich are seperated with a (cha-
os fermata) break or can be distinguished by their form or 
playing technique can be mixed up and played in any order 
which makes the model quite deliberate - in contrast to 
fixed sequences. the model’s container is crossed with an 
angular bar in the upper left corner.
defining the associated objects and the art of mixing is up 
to the executing performer.

3.6 free tempo

the material’s performance tempo can vary if the material is 
indicated with the free tempo modifier. 
if indicated, every iteration a new tempo is to be chosen - 
between halve and double tempo.

overbared sections (ex 3.6)
this method conserves more of the material’s inherent 
rhythms - opposed to overbaring the whole section with 
chaos fermatas. as if having a speed screw wich regulates 
the speed of an electric device, the tempo changes seam-
lessly and can be totally chaotic or slowly altering - or even 
not altering for some time. the note value boundaries are 
the same as for the double chaos fermata.

example 3.5                                            

in this example it is really up to the player to 
decide, wich elements are associated. elements 
can also be played repeatedly. the “free loop” 
is a lighter form of the submodel and has of 
course no weight factors.
a rendered version could look like this:

example 3.6

the patterns roughly shifts its tempo from 
32nds to halve notes - the choice (when and 
how much to alter the speed) is totally up to 
the performer.

4. pitches

A model’s pitch behaviour can have four possibilities:

• fixed
the pitches set in the model and are to be followed exactly

• free
the model does not feature the 5-line system thus it is not 
possible to read exact pitches (ex. 4.1)
take some orientation from the gestus and register

• stacked up - oriscus crossed
choose any note or note combination from the chord every 
iteration. for monophonic instruments: choose a different 
pitch every iteration. the pitches are indicated with an 
oriscus (ex.4.2)

• tone pool
choose pitches from the tone pool
same as in the “free” modus, it is not possible to derive 
pitches from the model, but instead of having a complete 
free choice, the performer is bound to use a set of pitches. 
-->4.1

a. free, tonepool and stacked pitches are to be chosen ev-
ery iteration anew (!). 
b. if the model’s notes linger on the same height, pitches 
do not alter (this happens for example in case of pulses) - 
choose a new pitch when the (sub)model is triggered again. 

4.1 tone pool

sometimes models indicate the use of pitches from a set 
of pitches - such tone pools do have a name and they are 
indicated from within or from outside a model with open 
or no pitches. 
when the tone pool changes, use the new pitch possibili-
ties. the tone pool is notated simply in one octave but is, if 
not stated otherwise, to be applied across the intrument’s 
range - in any register. 
the tone pool can be directly linked to a model (ex. 4.4) or 
appear in a dotted container - independently.

example 4.1                                            

this example is for flute and asks for faster 
growing “tsch” sounds with ascending tube 
resonance. furthermore every iteration’s tempo 
can change.

example 4.2                                            

example 4.4                                            

example 4.5                                           

“delay” refers to tonepool D1 and shortly after its initiation it switches to tonepool A1.
in the first submodel stick to the same pitch for all six notes, in the next iteration choose an-
other pitch.
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5. switches

these are elements wich invite to interact with other musi-
cans. they do not conquer the source instrument but con-
tribute to its beauty.

“echo” means playing a delay with similar 
sounds wich decays more or less quickly

“shadow” asks for similar sounds or sound 
ideas taken from the source and stretch 
them, thus providing a basis or underground

“fill the gap” relates to another instrument, 
player or material you are currently playing 
yourself! take advantages of the source’s 
pauses and fill those with the prescribed ma-
terial (ex.5.2)

“echo”, “shadow” and “fill the gap” always have a target, 
such as musical material from others . designing dependen-
cy loops can lead to a situation in wich no new material is 
produced but everyone is reacting to somebody. 

“play” and “density” refer to own material and invite to 
alter it.

“play” is the most challenging switch: play 
around, improvise with given parameters 
given sounds or playing techniques to switch 
between are separated by a dash.
(ex. 5.2)

“density” alters the material’s density: com-
press or stretch varying pauses and notes. 
qhite often the density sign is combined with 
“+” , “-” , “hi” , “lo” . these indiactors are 
to be taken casually, referring what is being 
played currently.

example 5.2                                            

find holes in the flute’s performance and fill 
with b’ in pianissimo with an accent 
every now and then. apply vibrato and play 
with possibilities of fingered-half fingered, the 
bow position and microtonal ornamentation.

6. stacking of models
when models are stacked it can happen that they cannot be 
performed accurately anymore. the player has to become 
creative and try to manage the excessive demand by find-
ing personal solutions. in this complexity astonishing new 
things can ocurr. 

7. remarks 

play everything without artificial pauses or hesitations (su-
bito) - the models and patterns glide into each other seam-
lessly without loss of energy towards the end.
material affected by a lot of modifiers such as chaos ferma-
tas on every note and veol and omissions opens space for 
a lot of possibilities. explore those in practise to be able to 
perform spontaneous and emotional music!

Denovaire
www.denovaire.at
denovaire@gmail.com
+43 / 650 939 2424

example 6.1                                            

“tension” already introduces quite complex 
material being basically a fast unsteady pulse 
being interrupted by glissandi and scale frag-
ments and a short steady pulse.
the first overlayered model asks for random 
bartok pizzicato, the second for slapping the 
bass withe the fingers in the same density.
of course, nobody can exactly calculate three 
chaotic models on top of each other but that 
is not the point of CIMS: it is about getting an 
idea of densities and system behaviour (and 
fun :)


